








 The Non-Secular Pilgrimage: 
Walking and Looking in Ken Cockburn and Alec Finlay’s The Road North 




















I myself have been tempted for a long time 
by the cloud-moving wind – —filled with a strong desire to wander. 
 – —Basho, The Narrow Road to the Deep North

Over the course of two years poets Ken Cockburn and Alec Finlay made eighty-one journeys across Scotland, inspired by Matsuo Basho’s seventeenth-century travelogue, The Narrow Road to the Deep North.​[4]​ Throughout, the walks undertaken were paired with Basho’s journeys and Edo Japan was imaginatively mapped onto contemporary Scotland. Whilst walking, the pair posted regular blog entries of images, poems and prose relating to the locales on their geographical map; after the conclusion of their walks, a separate book of poetry was published bearing the project’s title, The Road North.​[5]​ Though we will be drawing primarily on the published poem,​[6]​ the relationship between what Finlay calls the ‘two speeds of writing’​[7]​ is important for understanding the project’s poetic parameters. It is a direct reflection of haibun, a traditional structure of linked prose and haiku verse perfected by Basho. It is also a structure connected, as we shall see, to the Zen piety of attentive walking-pilgrimage from which Cockburn and Finlay draw much inspiration. In Basho’s Narrow Road prose travel writing and haiku ‘illuminate each other like two mirrors held up facing each other’,​[8]​ an ideal aspired to in The Road North project’s blog. Cockburn and Finlay, however, adapt haibun also as thematic, rather than merely formal, style, where the ‘linking’ takes place between screen-writing (blog) and printed word, between which the reader flicks whilst traversing what its authors describe as ‘a blog—a collaborative audio & visual word-map – —a book and poem-audio’.​[9]​ 
In adopting haiku to explore contemporary Western nature Cockburn and Finlay are following the well-worn footsteps of the Imagists of the 1920s, and in particular the neo-Objectivists of the 1960s, such as Cid Corman, Robert Lax and to a lesser extent the Concrete minimalism of Ian Hamilton Finlay. Like Cockburn and Finlay, these poets responded to the way in which, as Basho’s translator observes, the virtue of close observation and pithiness encouraged by Zen practice make ‘Japanese poetry […] particularly suited for emotive expression and refined descriptions of nature’.​[10]​ We shall return to this congruence between Zen and the poetics of field writing in the following section. 
	Like Basho, Cockburn and Finlay deploy haiku in order to cultivate habits of attending closely to environment, producing works which demonstrate a belief that the attention paid to the natural world whilst walking in it can be re-enacted in the attention paid to a walker’s poetic account. This belief is evidenced also in Thoreau’s nature journals, where, Sharon Cameron believes, Thoreau’s ‘attendance to the landscape […] is an effort to read it’ and thus also to write it, to transfer that close attention from the natural world to the text.​[11]​  Erazim Kohák, the phenomenologist of ecology and amateur naturalist, describes writing as the power of poetic close-reading to undertake the work of philosophy’s ‘radical vision’. This ‘radical vision’ allows us to evoke (rather than encodeing) the data of experience.​[12]​ Describing his own decades-long exercise of keeping a nature journal, Kohák reflects how his entries evincedsignified nature in their own unique ecology or ‘sense of nature’: ‘What I was writing was, indistinguishably, the experience, not a set of statements about it. More than anything else, it was that awareness of convertibility, constantly and powerfully present, […] between word and experience, meaning and being’.​[13]​
	Similarly, Cockburn and Finlay adopt Basho’s poetic techniques in order to inhabit a space between word and experience, meaning that their accounts of walking are neither purely analytic or descriptive, nor purely evocative. Kohák argues that this stylistic awkwardness – —which, as critics have noted, makes ‘nature writing’ particularly difficult as a genre​[14]​ – —is a virtue rather than a vice. It allows the text to display a critical awareness of itself as a mediator of rather than replacement for experience, as ‘a sharing of the sense of an experience in empathy’.​[15]​ Formally, this empathy emerges in the differential between field writing as ‘code’ – —in which it contains ‘only factual statements which any accession librarian would unhesitatingly catalogue under “Nature, descriptions of”’ – —and field writing as evocative and intentional ‘discourse’, containing ‘reflections so abstract that the same librarian might be torn between “Mysticism” and “Platitudes”’.​[16]​ 
	As Kohák and other phenomenological students of nature have noted, the specific way in which close description performs this empathy is through its particular, vivid employment of metaphor and analogy.​[17]​ In the The Road North ‘walking’ is the poem’s theme, but walking is also reflected in the prosody, so as to enhance the reader’s vicarious experience of the walkers’ perception of the environment, taking it beyond the bounds of language into a ‘literal’ metaphor: 

 	walk on, walk on
	wherever we are now












poetry is still beautiful
taking me with it
quiet but still something
ground river and sea
my body my tree
after that it becomes simply the world. (101)​[18]​ 

In this, the poem’s climax, the text invokes a continuation of walking outside the capabilities of the poetic voice, whose words ‘flickered and dimmed’. In the twilight of linguistic expression, the body continues to express itself in the journey’s monotonous plod, unfurling into that effortful and laborious aspect of walking which Rebecca Solnit argues is characteristic of the pilgrimage, as opposed to the recreational hike.​[19]​ The full rhyme between ‘sea’ and ‘tree’ in the final stanza reflects how the attention paid to the landscape through the poets’ viewing is now given back by the woods and water, themselves becominge attentive bodies. 
	In this way, as a perceptual engagement with the field, The Road North creates a means of temporary dwelling for the wayfarer, despite the latter’s itinerant state. It is in this ‘middle’ between dwelling and wayfaring that Kohák too situates what he describes as the ‘pilgrim’, understanding the term as a metaphor for humanity’s relationship to the ground. Reacting to both Romanticism’s nostalgia for the earth and Existentialism’s portrayal of humanity estranged from the world, Kohák – —drawing on Robert Frost rather than Thoreau – —suggests instead a ‘classic pilgrim, living the life of a wayfarer with the basic posture of the dweller’.​[20]​ Traversing a critical middle, the pilgrim is ‘both free and incarnate’, alert to the tension between working the ground and roaming across it, achieving a ‘fusion’ in ‘the attitude of dwelling, of love and labour, in a life of wayfaring’.​[21]​ Using this hermeneutic as our starting point, in the remainder of this essay we will explore the way in which a pilgrim of the ‘middle’ helps us to understand and piece together the scattered elements of ‘pilgrimage’ in The Road North, some of which have already been identified. Thematically, these will transpire as a dialectic between an explicit homage to Zen practices on the one hand, and an implicit gesture towards Celtic practices of peregrination on the other.

The Road’s Grace   


Awareness of our looking or walking thus includes awareness of a determinate direction in objective space in which we are looking or walking. Awareness of the perceptual world is in fact concomitant with every theme engrossing our mind. 
– —Aron Gurwitsch, The Field of Consciousness 

In The Road North Cockburn and Finlay put Basho to new uses as a model of de-centralised writing and spontaneous ambulation. It is tempting, therefore to read their approach to walking in the lineage of psycho-geography, which traditionally has elevated the aleatory perspective of the flâneur who pursues ‘an active line on a walk moving freely, without goal. A walk for a walk’s sake’.​[22]​  However, theCockburn and Finlay’s preoccupation with attention, intention and guidance makes such a comparison difficult to sustain; though, as we shall return to later on, the deliberate eschewal of purpose (confessional or otherwise) means that neither is thea comparison with spiritual pilgrimage unproblematic. Nonetheless, pilgrimage remains a useful hermeneutic, not least because, as Thomas Merton explains, in contrast to the aleatory ramble, Celtic Christianity understood peregrinatio to be ‘not […] an endless and aimless wandering for its sake‘, but ‘. It was a journey to a mysterious, unknown, but [...]divinely appointed place [...] , which was to be the place of the monk’s ultimate meeting with God’.​[23]​ In Zen too the monk’s life is referred to as a lifelong angya, ‘pilgrimage’, with a specific purpose: ‘to convince the monk of the fact that his whole life is a search, in exile, for his true home’.​[24]​ Dogen, the thirteenth-century founder of Soto Zen, who refers to the Buddha’s teaching as ‘the Way’, wandered according to a similar dictum of ‘continuous practice’ (gyôji-dôkan).​[25]​ ‘Continuous practice’ reflects the principles of the ‘walking meditation’ central to Zen and familiar to Basho, traditionally thought to have been a Zen monk.​[26]​ ‘To rid myself of inner conflicts and hatred’, writes Santoka master, ‘I must walk’.​[27]​  Unlike the travellers of early modern Europe, for whom walking was uncomfortable and the sign of poverty, ​[28]​ in seventeenth-century Japan – —as in medieval Europe – —walking was valued for its spiritual benefits.​[29]​ 
	Walking, particularly in terrain such as that encountered by Basho (‘on my left a huge precipice dropped a thousand feet into a boiling river, leaving not a tiny square of flat land in between’) absorbs the senses and allows total focus.​[30]​ The result of this practice is what Paul C. Cooper calls a ‘total exertion’ of attention toward the situation at hand and the objects present.​[31]​ As we have seen, in Basho’s Narrow Road this exertion is directed at cultivating an attention to or heightened perception of the environment and ‘appreciation of the commonplace’.​[32]​ Like Kohák, Merton thus compares the Zen pilgrim’s awareness with the radical seeing and ‘awareness of the world’ which also lies at the heart of phenomenology.​[33]​ Whilst on their life-long pilgrimage the monk’s task is not to interpret the world but achieve ‘a correct perception’, thus recognising ‘the essential interdependence, impermanence, and inconsistency of phenomena’.​[34]​ In Cockburn and Finlay’s The Road North project this perception and its poetic expression become – —as in Basho’s Zen – —an ascesis, a spiritual-cum-bodily practice of focussing the mind’s attention through the feet. The plain diction of the haiku plays a critical role in eliciting the reader’s ‘empathy’ to this close perception, since it allows them to experience ‘a microcosm related to transcendent unity […] distilled, snatched from time’s flow’.​[35]​ 
	More akin in their practice to the pre-modern rather than to the post-modern ascetic, as poets too Cockburn and Finlay adopt the attitude of a traditional literary pilgrim. Choosing not to eschew but embrace guidance and purposive direction, the pair appoint Basho as the Virgil to The Road North’s Dante. Indeed, the poem emphasises this homage to the genre of religious allegory and pilgrim’s progress, opening as a dream narrative: 

So when was it
I first had that dream
of roving the glens
up and down
	guided by Basho’s Oku? (11)​[36]​

	Basho narrates his wayfaring as a series of interlinked acts of devotion and minor pilgrimages, opening his travelogue by exclaiming: ‘the gods seemed to have possessed my soul and turned it inside out, and roadside mages seemed to invite me from every corner’.​[37]​ What Basho records is the sacralising, pre-Christian activity from which Merton argues the institutionalised pilgrimage is ultimately derived: the practice of bringing ‘the faithful back to the source and centre of the religion itself, the place of theophany.’​[38]​ The reader of The Road North familiar with Basho’s Narrow Road will expect the journey to tangent the sacred and open up to moments of transcendence within the topography of immanence traversed by its modern-day pilgrims. Likewise, for Finlay and Cockburn too landscape traversed in The Road North hosts traces of archaic transcendence, offering glimpses of a this-worldly beyond:





to the origin of things
sipping tea from a shell (11)

	The deliberately enigmatic ‘Kingdom’ in this passage, suggestive of Paradise but also of the ancient Celtic Kingdom of Scotland (and wittily, the Kingdom of Fife across the Firth of Forth from Edinburgh),, here parallels the role played by the North in Basho’s narrative. For Basho’s contemporaries ‘the North was largely an unexplored territory, and it represented for Basho all the mystery there was in the universe’.​[39]​ This horizon of a place, its transcendence not merely esoteric and personal but also eschatological and public (a kingdom is a shared body politic), brings the affective geography of The Road North closer still to another aspect of the traditional pilgrimage, namely the two geographies of the pilgrim’s spiritual and physical journey.​[40]​ As Merton explains, peregrination amounts to something like a performed or embodied metaphysics: ‘The geographical pilgrimage is the symbolic acting out of an inner journey. The inner journey is the interpolation of the meanings and signs of the outer pilgrimage. One can have one without the other. It is best to have both’.​[41]​ Similarly, in The Road North project, there is an interplay between the physical, exterior path – —the Scottish glens, and the spiritual, interior path – —the poets’ conversation with Basho, and the sudden visions of a post-ambulatory ‘Kingdom’. 
	Writing on the phenomenology of sacred space in a secular age, Peter Nynäs remarks that intense engagements with landscape often result in a ‘self-structuring process’ in which ‘[r]eligion can […] be located in secular places’.​[42]​ This is an important observation, since Basho’s practice of attending to place and its reinvention in Cockburn and Finlay’s The Road North project inscribes topography with a teleology and purposefulness which transforms the walker, producing at each new ‘shrine’ a hierophanic activity which becomes meaningful without becoming confessional. However, the catharsis described by Basho and recuperated by Cockburn and Finlay is not aimed, strictly, at self-transformation; indeed, its aim, drawn from the Buddhist teaching of anâtman, or ‘not-self’, is subtly differentto evacuate, rather than transform, the ego. In a famous passage of literary criticism which doubles as spiritual direction, Basho explains that the essence of good nature poetry lies in the observer shedding their ego and attending fully to what they see:

Go to the pine if you want to learn about the pine […] and in doing so, you must leave your subjective preoccupation with yourself. Otherwise you impose yourself on the object and do not learn. Your poetry issues of its own accord when you and the object have become one—when you have plunged deep enough into the object to see something like a hidden glimmering there.​[43]​ 

‘Learn from the pine’, write Cockburn and Finlay in a section headed ‘this is our woodland credo’: ‘be the first to shed / your old needles’ (71). Earlier, in the haikus bearing the title ‘our beginning is a walk’, they make good on their guide’s imperative in a stanza of close observation:









	Rather than a process of self-structuring and -transformation, what Basho, Cockburn and Finlay relate, then, is a process of self-emptying – —or, in the language of ChristianChristian theology terminology, of kenosis. In the poetics of the field which concerns both Basho and the pilgrims of The Road North, this self-emptying unfolds in the reciprocity of attention between walker and environment, perceiver and landscape, noted above. The question ‘who’d have thought it’ seems curious until we realise that – —as François Ponge also discovered – —in shedding the ego, factual knowledge of the pine-wood is renewed through a close, attentive observation of the pine-wood, an attention returning back to the poets in the seed scattered at their feet.​[44]​ This reciprocity takesassumes a concrete form in the important practice of votive ‘gift-poems’ central to both the Narrow Road and The Road North. Along his way, Basho and his companion pay visits to shrines and temples, and, according to the custom of the literati of Edo Japan, leave behind haiku verses as souvenirs or ‘gifts’. Departing a temple, Basho describes how ‘[A] young priest came running down the steps with a brush and ink and asked me to leave a poem behind’.​[45]​ Significantly, Basho does not pay reverence only to shrines, but to houses and natural objects also, thus allowing the mundane to receive the attention normally accorded the supernatural:  ‘on a wooden pillar of the cottage’, records Basho, ‘I hung…the following poem which I wrote impromptu’:

Even the woodpeckers
Have left it untouched,
This tiny cottage
In a summer grove.​[46]​ 

Cockburn and Finlay adopt this praxis, already an established part of Finlay’s style of poetic engagement with landscape.​[47]​ Preparing for their walks in The Road North project, the poets thus include in their rucksacks (after ‘miso packets, rice noodles, / oatcakes, flasks and chocolate’), ‘hokku-labels for trees / and paper wishes’ (13).​[48]​ Composing haiku on labels, the two walkers attach their poems to trees or other objects where the verses become tokens for successive walkers to find and explore. As Basho comments of a haiku which he reads during his travels, this spontaneously composed, votive nature poetry is ‘not intended as a mere description’, but is a hallowing of place expressive of the writer’s ‘determination to persist in his purpose’.​[49]​ 
	In Basho’s Narrow Road the poet-pilgrim’s ‘purpose’ is to allow place to exercise a catharsis on the wayfarer – —accepting the road’s ‘grace’ – —but also for the wayfarer to alter and intervene in the landscape through the gifting – —the grace – —of votive haiku. Gracing and being graced by the road in this manner, Basho recounts navigating his path in the traditional arduous posture of the pilgrim: ‘As I moved on all fours from rock to rock, bowing reverently at each shrine, I felt the purifying power of this holy environment pervading my whole being’.​[50]​ In The Road North project, the reciprocity between walker and road similarly is inextricable from poetic form, since it is through the pithy, attentive studies of the road that ‘transcendent unity’ (to use Stryk’s expression), become visible. Or, as Aron Gurwitsch explains the phenomenon of ambulatory concentration, ‘Every perception of a particular thing thus is accompanied and supported by the general awareness of the world’, a ‘phenomenon of conscious life’ which Gurwitsch concedes stands in need of ‘closer examination’.​[51]​ 	In part, this manner of examination is answered by the poetic work we find in The Road North, as well as in the classic walking literature of English nature writing, such as that of W. H. Hudson and Edward Thomas.​[52]​ Instructive to our reading is the more recent work of Thomas A. Clark, also a walker of the Scottish landscape whose poetry Finlay describes as an invitation ‘to look at the world with attention and to receive in return a form of redemption, a falling away from self, and a sense of the numinous’.​[53]​ As attention does for Clark, for Finlay these votive haiku and their concrete descriptions balance the immersive with the procedural: they are ‘alignments’, ways of ‘absorbing a place’ in the intervals between walking, a ‘way to be there’ which are at once gifts to the place, and the landscape’s gifting of itself to the poet.​[54]​ This gifting signals a non-confessional analogy with religious practice which is political as well as poetic. Unlike the radical ‘spirituality’ of secular deep ecology, Cockburn and Finlay do not adopt a ‘leave only memories’ rhetoric. Instead, accepting with Basho’s Zen the necessity and fecundity of human intervention, they search for a non-secular practice of ‘minimal intervention’, translating these into ‘ecological artworks’ congruent rather than discordant with the landscape that generated them.​[55]​ Like ancient cairns and other pre-historic sites of religious significance, such art, as Clark describes it, ‘redirect[s] attention away from itself back onto its surroundings’, offering (not unlike Kohák’s pilgrim) an alternative to Romantic and existentialist ‘framings’ of landscape.​[56]​ 

The Road’s Rhythm 

now it’s time[…]
to tuck our boot-
socks in and begin
forcing the lines

– —Ken Cockburn and Alec Finlay, The Road North

Pilgrimage, Solnit suggests, renders the walker fascinatingly a form of literal metaphor, at once embodying the symbol of a spiritual quest, and spiritualising the quest’s physicality, showing the immanence of transcendence, that ‘the sacred can be underfoot rather than [merely] above’.​[57]​ Basho’s Narrow Road and Cockburn and Finlay’s The Road North demonstrate how this literal work of metaphor can be embodied in and intensified through words as well as mesomorphic exertion (particularly when, as is frequently the case, Finlay is unable to walk).​[58]​ As we noted earlier, by evoking experience, language has the capacity not only to illustrate landscape passively but also to recreate it actively, offering the reader an ecology of perception which is at once vicarious and empathic. As Christopher Tilley writes in relation to the sensorium of place, a description of landscape can be either ‘thin’ and ‘analytical’, or ‘thick’, exploiting, in a ‘multisensorial way […] the tropic or metaphoric nature of language, avoiding a deadened and deadening literalism, to make writing a voice for the stones, the places and the landscapes in which we are bodily immersed’.​[59]​ 
	In the adapted haikus of the The Road North this attentive, thick description –n  —corresponding to Kohák’s ‘intentional discourse’ of the text​[60]​ – —is created by a rhythm between two modes of composition: on the one hand, detailed descriptions of environment; on the other hand, prosodic devices which interrupt and defamiliarise thisthe compositional eye, often suggesting a semantic fulfilment beyond the text in the actual experience of the walker. One striking example is the passage immediately preceding the close viewing of the pine wood from which we quoted earlier:

	each morning I end my walk
	at the wood’s edge
	with the silver selvage
	of a copper beech
	its tight buds
	tense to open (20).

On the one hand, the stanza describes, poignantly, a copper beech in late winter or early spring, its buds just showing forth on the naked branches; on the other hand, the description is unsettled by naturalistic impossibilities, which indicate to the reader that what is being described is not, as Reuven Tsur has argued, the ‘facts’ of the experience, but the writer’s perception of the experience: here, the walkers’ perception of their habit of walking daily through the Scottish landscape.​[61]​ We understand that, temporally, ‘each morning’ cannot be true, as the ‘tight buds’ of the tree will not be there all year round, nor even exist in the same state over the course of a week or a month. Rather, what is being described is the sense or perception of eternally tensed buds which a habitual attention to the copper beech creates in the body. On a prosodic level, this is reinforced by the way in which the sonic patterning of ‘edge’ and ‘selvage’, balancing ‘each’ and ‘beech’, allows the stanza to loop in on itself, thus prefacing the ‘tight buds’ with a prosodic mimesis of eternal return, in which a moment of spring is made infinite through repeated acts of close viewing. 
	Form is put to a still more arresting use in the section headed Even their hesitation was tinged with heroism, an account of boys jumping into a river:  

and I marvel at the lads
on the parapet 
grazed by rays
of Ossianic sun



















Here, as in the abstract minimalism of Robert Lax, horizontal lines of prosaic description are transformed slowly into vertical lines, mimetic of the boys plunging into cold water. Thematically, the boys are defamiliarised by the ‘Ossianic sun’s’ illumination (only an aural slippage away from ‘oceanic’) suggesting a comparison to the mythic pre-Christian figures in the Ossianic fragments. But the prosody too defamiliarises, focussing our attention away from the ‘facts’ of the leap to the impression of its vertical form as perceived and remembered by the viewer. Where, in the description of the copper beeches, internal half-rhymes and reverse echoes performed this mimesis, in the account of the bathing boys hesitating at the cliff edge a similar function is played by repeated ampersands. Cascading down the page at regular intervals, the roughly circular and curled shape of the ampersand is like an implosion of pure sound on a canvas of white noise: —the boys’ calling to each other, water splashing; , heard close and then farther and farther off as the walkers return to the their path. 
	In the poetry of meditative nature writing, as Tsur argues, this balancing between a more factual, ‘detailed description of the physical setting’ and a more emotive account of the ‘human setting’ is vital in order for the writing to retain its ‘control’.​[62]​ On its own, the ‘ordinary consciousness’ of description exercises too much control, ‘carrr[ying] the risk of over-visualisation […] and rational take-over’. Without losing control completely, ordinary consciousness thus demands thematic and prosodic interruptions which separate the self from everyday life, allowing it ‘to be driven elsewhere’.​[63]​ 	Significant to our reading is Tsur’s recognition that the meditative quality conveyed by nature descriptions is not the result of chance or fortune, but is cultivated, arising out of the writer’s habit of attending closely to place. It is this habit which The Road North refers to both in its reflections of walking and in its different attempts to convey the ‘shape’ of attention by the means of ‘thick’ description. In addition, Cockburn and Finlay’s dialogue with Basho emphasises the originally theological and sacred context on which Tsur bases his analysis.​[64]​  We have seen that for Basho the cultivation of what we might call a ‘field-consciousness’ is also devotional: the gift-poem left as an offering hallows the place by virtue of its ‘thick’ description. In Western mysticism too, attention and close description of place have long been regarded as important practices for attaining to the goal of ‘ceaseless prayer’, what John of the Cross calls atención amorosa, ‘loving awareness’.​[65]​ For Simone Weil, prayer is ‘the orientation of all the attention of which the soul is capable towards God’. ​[66]​ Merton, himself a field writer as well as a student of mysticism, speculates that there might be a causal relationship between ‘the marvellous vernacular nature poetry of the sixth and seventh century Celtic hermits’ and the monks’ attention to their surroundings, attention cultivated through peregrinatio.​[67]​ 	Merton opines that Celtic asceticism thus performed its own, particularly embodied, version of theoria physike, the ‘contemplation of nature’ enjoined as an integral part of the monk’s theological training.  Like the phenomenological ‘appreciation of the commonplace’ in Zen, in the early church physike theoria was understood as a form of devotional attention to the natural world, in which the sacred was perceived ‘not in the essences or logoi of things, but in a hierophanic cosmos’.​[68]​ In ‘The Monk: A Treatise on the Practical Life’, the fourth-century ascetic Evagrius of Pontus refers to this practice playfully as a form of embodied or evocative ‘writing’, more potent than printed matter: ‘My book, philosopher, is the nature of beings, and it is there when I want to read the words (logoi) of God’.​[69]​ While gesturing toward this hierophanic ‘Book of Nature’, Finlay chooses to focus on the practice, rather than metaphysics, of natural contemplation. In an interview, he reflects how The Road North project educed a ‘ritual looking’, a means of evoking perception which manifested itself in the acquisition of new ‘habits’:

With Basho it was a non-symmetrical symmetry [mapping Scottish/Japanese landscapes]. It’s all very well to say you go and sit in a landscape – —it’s not always easy absorbing a place – —maybe it would be about writing a label, that gave me a way to be there. So alignments not habits, ways to find to be there, reading between the Basho and the place. There were still some things to do: that made the place memorable and they had meaning because they joined up with other places [in Basho and in Scotland]. I still use many of those practices that developed during it. The openness of the project allowed for the most discovery and developing habits.​[70]​ 
	




I have become a sort of half-conscious person.
– —Anonymous, The Way of a Pilgrim

‘Pilgrimage’ in the non-secular sense evinced from our reading has shown itself to be a useful hermeneutic with which to understand both the aspiration and reserve towards the sacred which characterises the Road North Project, at once post-theological and monastic, as demonstrated in Cockburn and Finlay’s laconic gestures to a Celtic Zen.  However, this same hermeneutic, while inviting the genre into a richer metaphysical tradition, also signals the metaphysical limitations of both ‘pilgrimage’ and the poetics of the Road North. In the traditions of Zen and Christian theology, pilgrimage is the purposeful walking which we find also in The Road North; however, in the former, pilgrimage – —and its accompanying practice of contemplating or paying attention to nature – —is not an end itself, but a means to pursuing the end of walking in a teleology which liesleads, ultimately, outsideto a place beyond the road practice. The second-century theologian Clement of Alexandria explains that ‘contemplation of nature’ ought not to be confused with its ultimate purpose, namely that of prayer, or the spontaneous dialogue with God. Thus physike theoria is ‘conducive to piety, being a kind of preparatory training for those who attain to faith through demonstration’.​[74]​ Anthony of Sourozh, commenting on this tradition in later Russian Orthodox practice, is more emphatic, even calling the praxis and habituation which is spiritual progress a ‘purely negative liberating asceticism’​[75]​: ‘the techniques which facilitate detection and location of this point artificially are none of them designed to produce prayer. […] [T]heir purpose is to teach the novice, […] where this optimum centre of attention is, so that when the moment arrives he may recognise this as his prayer’s point of origin and remain there’.​[76]​ Or, in the candid expression of the anonymous author toof the classic of Russian spirituality, The Way of a Pilgrim, attention is ‘an artificial state which follows naturally upon routine’, leaving the performer ‘a sort of half-conscious person’.​[77]​
	 In other words, the habit of attending to environment is critical, but as a propaedeutic. Pertinent to our reading, this critical understanding of ascesis does not belong only to theology and mysticism, however, but to phenomenology also. Following the comparison between nature writing and phenomenological perception which we introduced at the beginning of our essay, Kohák goes on to emphasise that, as Husserl was well aware, ‘phenomenology is the necessary propaedeutic of all scientia’, not its endpoint. The nature journal Kohák kept and from which he argued for the unity of field-writing and phenomenology, though vital, represents an ‘intermediate level of meaningful being’, since ‘seeing, even radical seeing faithfully articulated, is not yet itself a theoria, an adequate conceptualisation’: ‘Though I am convinced that it is prima philosophia, […] it is not yet an ultima philosophia. The critical task of philosophy, analysis, critique, reformulation, are all yet to come’.​[78]​ Put differently, walking, looking, attending are critical poetics that awaken the walker from their dogmatic slumber, but in order for the new mode of perception to remain fresh, it must never be allowed to become an end in itself, a definite point of view. ThisThe necessarily provisional nature of phenomenology y, as Kohák rightly maintains, is an argument which, as Kohák rightly maintains, most post-Husserlian phenomenology –—following Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty rather than Husserl (or, indeed, a theological tradition) – —is reluctant to accept. The same can be said of recent eco-phenomenology.
	The ‘openness’ of The Road North project thus transpires as both aid and impediment. It allows its field writing to tangent the sacred through a reinvention of  physike theoria inspired by Zen, and yet its reluctance to see the purpose of the walk outside the embodied habitus of the walk means that they do not commit fully to the middle promised by the ‘pilgrim’ of Kohák and Merton. Rather, they prefer to explore walking and looking as a liminality which secures the practitioner a vantage on the ‘edge’ of pilgrimage:






in its own right




and then we may
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